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Disclaimer 

 

Printed copies of this manual are not controlled. 

This document is intellectual property of Pro Tune Electronic Systems. This manual cannot be reproduced, 

distributed or transmitted by any means, electronic or printed, without the proper authorization of Pro Tune 

Electronic Systems. 

The company, its employees and resellers are not responsible for the incorrect use of the information, 

inaccuracies or omissions in this document. 

Pro Tune reserves the right to make changes to this document without prior notice. 
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1. Software Overview 
 

 Pro Tune Workbench is the software used for engine calibration on the Pro Tune ECUs. In addition, it is used 

for configuring the CB1204 input expander. 

 

2.  Installation 
 

The Pro Tune Workbench can be downloaded for free from the downloads section of 

www.protuneelectronics.com. Another option is to install from the Pro Tune pen drive that comes with the main 

products. 

1) Open Pro Tune’s pen drive and double click on the "Setup Pro Tune Workbench" icon.  

 

2) After starting the installation, choose the installation language 

 

3) Click Next in the Pro Tune Workbench Installation Wizard 

 

4) Click Install and wait for installation 

 

5) Click Next in the change history window 

 

6) Click Finish 
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3. Main Screen 
 

In the main window there are on the top shortcuts for frequently used menus. To the right of these shortcuts 

a table displays important information on the operation of the ECU.  

 In the first column the "connected" status informs that the ECU is powered and connected to the computer, 

in the middle of this column is the "Time since the ECU was connected" and the sampling frequency of the Pro Tune 

Workbench 

In the middle column the first line informs if there are errors diagnosed by the ECU, clicking on this button 

checks the error that occurred. The second row in the middle column tells you which strategy is being used by the 

ECU at that time, whether the ECU is starting, post-start enrichment, idle, cut-off, warm-up enrichment or normal 

run. The bottom row of the middle column informs whether the ECU is performing sequential, semi-sequential, or 

simultaneous injection. The right-hand column has the "Trim" button on the top. By clicking on this button you can 

make global changes in the ignition angle, target lambda, idle speed and percentage changes in the injection time. 

Once modified, the status button "Trim" turns red. When using TDLs Pro Tune communicating in CAN protocol with 

the ECU it is possible to perform global Trim through TDL (see TDL manual), in this case the "Trim" status button will 

also turn red and when clicked it will display the modifications applied through of TDL. In the right column the 

middle line displays status informing if there is an individual Trim per active cylinder, to apply individual Trim per 

cylinder simply go to the fuel map Trim Ind. Comb. Cylinder or ignition map Trim Ind. Ign. Cylinder and enter the 

desired values. 

 

 
 

 

At the top right of the Pro Tune Workbench is the modified file-status button. This button is displayed in 

orange when the map being viewed differs from the map saved in the ECU. To save modifications in the ECU just 

click on this status button. There are three options of saving: save modifications in the ECU and in a new computer 

file, save modifications in the ECU and in the current file and  save only in the ECU. When many modifications are 

done it is recommended to save a new renamed file to make it easier to return to the old map if necessary. The save 

option in the current file is used for minor modifications.  The ECU maps are saved in a standard folder at the 

address: C: \ Users \ Documents \ Protune \ Workbench \ ECU_Files. In addition, when using the Workbench, 

automatic map backups are  made in the computer allowing a recovery of lost files, the address of this folder is C: \ 

Users \ Documents \ Protune \ Workbench \ ECU_Files \ Auto_Backups. 

 

 
 

In the central part of the main window the information in real time is visualized. To insert a new object, right 

click on a region of the screen where space is available, the object types are: oscilloscope, bar, gauge, box, map and  
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ECU notes. The oscilloscope allows you to view up to six channels in real time, on the left side of the oscilloscope 

there are several buttons that allow you to freeze the image being viewed, change the zoom, save data, clean the 

datalog and insert channels.  

The bottom button of the oscilloscope is the one used to insert channels into this object. To change the 

channels and settings in the other objects (bar, gauge, and box) just right click on the object and choose the "Change 

parameter" option. This change can be made on the bar and gauge objects by double-clicking with the left mouse 

button on the object 

The objects bar, gauge, box and oscilloscope are for viewing information. The ECU object allows saving short 

texts in the ECU and the map object is used to change the parameters of the ECU. 

  

 

 

4. Maps Edition 
 

The maps are subdivided in fuel, ignition, variable control, boost, electronic throttle control and 

programmable functions. To edit a map cell click on the cell, type the desired value and then press the "enter" key. 

You can also select a region of the map, enter a value and press the "enter" key to modify the whole region to the 

value entered. To enter negative values on the map, the same procedure is performed. To perform mathematical 

operations select one or more cells in which to perform the operation and press the right mouse button then choose 

the desired operation and after typing the value press "enter" to confirm. Modified cells will be displayed in bold, 

this markup will disappear when you save the file on the ECU, or when you right-click and select the "unselect 

changed" option.  

You can perform map interpolation in three ways: 2D, horizontal, and vertical. To do 2D interpolations 

double click with the left mouse button on the cells that will remain fixed (these cells will turn gray), the next step is 

to select the region to be interpolated and click with the right mouse button, then select the interpolation option 2D. 

To perform horizontal and vertical interpolations, simply select the region to be interpolated, press the right mouse  
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button and choose the type of interpolation to be performed. When you right-click, there is also the option to 

deselect fixed points. Another option is to "search trace" that selects the cell referring to the condition in which the 

map is, to search the tracer one can also press the "space" key of the keyboard. In this window there is also the 

option "apply ECU lambda correction" which applies the percentage corrected by the lambda control in this map cell, 

the "L" key is a shortcut to this functionality. In the same window activated by the right mouse button there is the 

option "undo", useful to cancel the last change made on the map. 

Next to the type of map there is the "Options" button, it configures the amount of zoom in map tables, 

usage of continuous tracer or not, trace trail and marking of changed cells. Continuous tracer makes it easier to see 

engine conditions between two map cells. The trail trace is marked in orange on the condition map which the engine 

passed during operation with the computer connected to the ECU and the Workbench open. In the options button 

there are also options related to Lambda Learn such as "update lambda learn map when there is changes" option 

which keeps the Lambda Learn map updated, "calculate points unfilled" perform interpolations and extrapolations 

between the points filled in the map from Lambda Learn to complete this map, "apply corrections in the main map" 

applies Lambda Learn values to the base fuel map and zeros Lambda Learn map. Lambda Learn map values are 

percentages over the total injection time. Caution is required when using the Lambda Learn feature on base map 

because incorrect use of this feature will generate peaks and valleys in the fuel map. 

 

 

 

 On the upper right side there is the button for 3D visualization of the map. Below are buttons for zooming in 

and out the table, adjusting the table for the size of the map object, and undoing the last modification performed on 

the map. Another way to undo the last modification is to right-click and go to the option “Undo Input”. If the user 

has made several modifications without saving the current file and wishes to return to the last file that is saved on 

the ECU you can use the reset ECU button at the top of the main window. 
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In the upper left side of the map there is the "Edit Axes" button to configure the axes scales. Clicking this 

button displays a window with the current scale at the top and the modified scale at the bottom. Red markings in 

the current scale highlight values that are no longer being used in the modified scale. Green marks on the modified 

scale display values that are in the modified scale and that were not in the current scale. You can substitute the 

values written in the modified scale by the desired ones by typing directly on the scale or enter the values that you 

want to insert in the box in the lower left of the window. At the top of the Axis Edit window there are several 

buttons: Auto Scale, Presets, Import, Export and Graphic. Auto scale is used to set a maximum/minimum and 

increment between each point of the scale. Presets present a typical scaling list for use. The import and export 

buttons allows exporting the scale of a given map to other maps. After making changes to the scale it is necessary to 

press the button "Apply changes". 

 

 

 
  

 

 

5. Archive 
 

This menu can be used to open new maps, save map, download datalog, import and export tab configuration 

from one computer to another, opening recent files and closing the program. 

   

6. Basic Configuration 
 

 In this menu all the necessary settings are made for the first start of the vehicle. 
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6.1. Engine Setup 
 

 In this menu the selection between aspirated or force induction engine is made, this adjustment modifies 

the strategy of reading the intake pressure. The number of cylinders together with the type of coil used (individual or 

wasted spark) defines the number of ignition outputs to be activated by the ECU. The outputs of the Pro Tune ECU 

are always driven in ascending order (1; 2; 3; 4 ...) the injection and ignition outputs must be connected 

considering this. In ignition order it is selected which cylinder is connected in which output, this is used for individual 

cylinder compensation maps. The ignition order setting does not change the order of actuation of the ECU outputs. 

In Bank Order it is selected how the cylinders are being counted in case of a V-engine or boxer. If one of the 

banks is numbered with cylinders 1; 2; 3... and the other bank 4; 5; 6 ... the bank order must be set to "Consecutive 

Outputs". If the numbering is done with the first bank as 1; 3; 5... and the other as 2; 4; 6..., the order of banks must 

be set to "Odd or Even Outputs". The definition of the numbering of the banks and the definition of which is the 

main injector rail is for the application of Bank Trim Compensation in the fuel map. The Trim will always occur in the 

secondary bank, so it is necessary to define which the main bank is. The Bank of exit 1 will always be Bank 1. To use 

the Bank Trim you must go to the Injection Setup menu and activate it. 

 The PR-4 and PR-8 ECUs have the Engine Run Time channel. This channel is set in the Engine Settings menu 

and consists of the total ECU Operation Time minus the time entered in "Engine Hours Adjustment". This channel 

uses the assumption that the engine always has less operating hours than the ECU. 

 

6.2. Limits 
 

In this menu the type of engine speed limiter is configured, the engine speed for start of cut (which starts the 

retardation of ignition angle) and for total cut is set. You can select limiter by fuel, by ignition or both. In the three 

engine limiter methods there is progressive ignition delay according to the setting of the maximum delay applied to 

the ignition map. Boost pressure limiter always uses the same cutting strategy. It performs cut of injection without 

changes in the ignition angle. 
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6.3. Throttle Position Setup 
 

 In this window it is selected in the upper left side between mechanical throttle, electronic throttle or dual 

electronic throttle. When configured mechanical throttle, it is chosen the input where the TPS is connected. Beside 

the input there are the "Calibrate TP1L and TP2L" button which is a wizard for calibration. You can also perform the 

calibration using the "Insert Current Reading" button or by typing directly into the table. When using a mechanical 

throttle, it is essential to remove the idle stop and calibrate the zero position at the absolute zero. 

When electronic throttle is selected, the throttle pedal calibration is now included in this menu. We 

recommend using the two pedal potentiometers, because the ECU has an error routine that closes the throttle in 

case of incoherence between these values. The most practical way to perform the pedal calibration is to use the 

"Calibrate PP1 and PP2" button which performs the calibration of the two potentiometers simultaneously. 

 At the top right, select the throttle body model. If the throttle used is not listed, contact technical support. 

The relation between the pedal position and the throttle position is set at the bottom of the window. When double 

electronic butterfly is selected, a new flap will appear that will allow to calibrate the two potentiometers of the right 

throttle TP1R and TP2R. To use Dual ETC it is necessary to use an external driver. 

  

 

6.4. Sensor Calibration 
 

 In this menu the sensors are calibrated. The first step is to select the channel that will be used and then 

choose which input is being used. It can be chosen between pre-defined or user-defined calibrations. Once you have 

selected the User Defined option you need to click the Edit button that will appear on the side of the User Defined 

and then enter the voltage/frequency and the channel output value. 

 In all channels it is possible to enter acceptable maximum and minimum values for that channel and a 

default error value that the channel will assume when it is outside the limits. Offset and Filters can be applied to the 

channel. 
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 The External Inputs tab is used to configure channels from the CB1000 and CB1204 expanders. These 

expanders are connected to the ECU via the CAN network. This tab selects which channel name corresponds to 

which external Input and whether this input will be used in Voltage mode or with active pullup (Temp. Mode). After 

setting the External Input tab, it is necessary to return the ECU Internal Channels tab to perform the calibration of 

the sensors that are in each of the external inputs.  

 

 

 

 
 

6.5. CKP/CMP setup 
 

 In this window you can configure the settings related to the crankshaft and camshaft position sensors. In 

sync mode it is chosen between distributor or several options of trigger wheel for the CKP reading. If the desired 

phonic wheel is not listed, contact technical support. 

In Trigger Settings, it is selected the type of CKP sensor and the synchronization tooth. To select the sync 

tooth, the cylinder 1 is placed in Top Dead Center. A mark is made on the trigger wheel and on the engine block 

referring to the TDC position. The number of tooth between the sensor and the flaw in the direction of rotation of 

the crank is then counted, this is the approximate number for tooth sync tooth. The next step is to lock the ignition 

angle at zero degrees in this menu. Using a trigger light adjust the synch tooth for perfect alignment between the 

marking on the trigger wheel and on the block. The synchronization tooth will be a number with up to two decimal 

places. 

In advanced, the trigger edge of CKP is adjusted and fast start-up mode can be activated. For correct 

selection of the trigger edge, it is recommended to test the stability of the engine speed reading at crank mode with 

the rising and falling edge. 

In camshaft sync it is selected the CMP sensor type and the tooth position. A practical adjustment is to test if 

the engine mode goes to sequential mode, if the engine turns off when entering sequential mode is because the 

wrong turn was chosen. The phase sensor reading occurs at the falling edge in Hall sensors and at the rising edge in 

inductive sensors. 
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In synchronism mode if the option "User-defined" is selected, the "User triggers" tab will be available. This 

tab is used when the camshaft trigger wheel has more than one tooth and it is necessary to identify the sync tooth. 

The "CMP Sensor Read tooth” refers to the position of the CMP tooth relative to the CKP.  

Another application of this tab is for use of trigger wheels that are not available in the main options. The 

minimum and maximum synchronization size refers to the "Synchronous percentage width" characteristic of each 

trigger wheel. The Percent Sync Width is the distance between two teeth in the region of flaw of the trigger wheel,  

considering the distance between two teeth as 100%. The reading of trigger size channel must stable.   

In the "advanced" tab you can modify the minimum voltages for reading CKP signal. This tab can be used to 

troubleshoot rotation reading problems. It is important that the installation of the CKP / CMP sensors conforms to 

the recommendations in the Pro Tune Installation manual 
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6.6.  Injection Setup 
 

In this menu the engine load calculation method is configured and can be configured by TPS, MAP or MAF. 

There are also “MAP with TPS Compensation” and “TPS with MAP Compensation” options, in these the "Secondary 

load map" is used in addition to the main fuel map. 

The reference injection time is the base value for the calculation of fuel injection times. Fuel maps in Pro 

Tune can be filled with values from 1 to 1000. The injection time will be the multiplication of the percentage value 

filled in the map by the reference injection time plus the compensations applied in that condition, that is 

 

 

                 [  ]  
           

   
                          [  ]                 

  

 

In injection mode, you can choose between:  

 

 Sequential - One injection per cylinder per engine cycle  

 Semi-sequential – Two injection per cylinder per engine cycle 

 Simultaneous (One injection per ignition) - Simultaneous injections in all cylinders, one injection each 

ignition. 

 Simultaneous (One injection per cycle) – Simultaneous injections in all cylinders, one injection each engine 

cycle. 

 Dual Injector Train Semi-sequential (One injector per revolution) – Semi-sequential injection with 

secondary rail using injectors outputs. Configuration in “Secondary Injector Rail” menu.  

 Dual Train Injectors Sequential (Shared Output) - Sequential injection with secondary rail activated by relay 

configured in “Auxiliary inputs and outputs”. Injectors outputs are splitted to both main injector rail and secondary 

rail. 

 Sequencial Always (Forced) – Sequential injection, without CMP Reading. 

 Dual Injectors Train Simultaneous (1 injection per ignition) - Simultaneous injection with secondary rail 

using injectors outputs. Configuration in “Secondary Injector Rail” menu. 

 Dual Injectors Train Sequential (independent Outputs) – Sequential injection with secondary rail using 

injectors outputs. Configuration in “Secondary Injector Rail” menu. 
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In Dead time it is selected the injector being used or the option "User defined" that allows you to set the 

Dead Time manually. In this list are available high and low impedance injectors, for the activation of low impedance 

it is necessary to have the Peak and Hold code enable on the ECU. 

In decelerating fuel cut, the injection percentage is selected during the cut. The fuel cut is set using the TP x 

Fuel cut map. In this map it is set below which TPS or Pedal Position it is going to occur fuel cut for each engine 

speed.  

The cut-off can be configured to occur by pedal position, TPS or in automatic mode. When set to automatic 

the TP x Cut fuel map will use the pedal position when configured electronic throttle control and the position of the 

TPS when configured mechanical throttle. 

 The barometric compensation aims to compensate for the difference in air density at different altitudes. The 

practical application of this compensation is for vehicles aspirated with fuel maps made by TPS. You can leave the 

automatic calculation of compensation depending on the variation of the reading of the MAP or manually set the 

reduction of the injection time every 1000 meters. There are options that use only the first reading of the MAP and 

others that use the sensor as barometer during the whole operation of the vehicle. In addition, in this menu you can 

choose to use a second MAP as barometric pressure sensor (BAP). 

 The air temperature compensation is intended to compensate for the variation of air density as a function of 

temperature. In the automatic option the ECU calculates the air density for each temperature, in the manual option 

the IAT map Comp 

  In Individual Trim for engines with 2 cylinder banks, the fuel compensation for the second cylinder bank can 

be activated, this compensation is set on the Trim map between Banks. Compensation is done according to the 

configuration in the Engine Setup menu that defines which the main bank is and whether the injector outputs are 

consecutive in a bank or odd and even. 
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6.7.  Ignition Setup 
 

 In ignition configuration, the ignition operation mode is selected between "Sequential if sync available", 

semi-sequential always or distributor. In addition, it is chosen between individual coil per cylinder or wasted-spark 

coil. This settings together with the number of cylinders set in the Engine Settings menu, defines which ignition 

outputs will be used. 

In coil loading time, you choose between "user defined @ 12 V", "User defined via table" or choose one of 

the available coils. If your coil is not available, contact technical support for a Dwell Time test.  

 

 

6.8. Lambda Sensor Setup 
 

 This menu selects the inputs where the lambda sensors (or lambda conditioners) are connected and the type 

being used. When using wideband probes directly connected to the ECU the inputs must be configured as internal. 

Never connect the probe to the ECU without first verifying that the probe calibration is correct, as the probe may 

be damaged if it is being triggered with the wrong calibration (and control strategy). 

It is possible to calibrate lambda sensors that do not have a calibration resistor using Free Air Calibration. 

The sensor must be outside the exhaust pipes. The test routine checks the calibration resistance for sensor to mark 

20.92% of oxygen in ambient condition. When deactivating the sensor in which the Free Air Calibration was 

performed, the calibration offset is lost and it must be entered manually or recalibrated when reactivated. 

When using external lambda sensor it is possible to configure an analog input to read lambda value. In the 

ECU there is also the option to read narrowband lambda sensor. 
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6.9. Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs  
 

 In this menu the activation of auxiliary inputs and outputs is configured. Outputs can be configured to: 

 - ECU Status LED 

 - Tachometer Output 

 - Radiator Fan Relay Control  

 - General Purpose Output 

 - Cam Control Output 

 - Boost Control Output 

 - Dual Injector Train: 2nd Train Power (12 V) Control  

 - Lambda Display Output 

 - Boost Control Output (Bank 2) 

 - Programable User Function 

 - Electronic Water Pump Control  

 - General Purpose Output (with hysteresis) 

 - Start/Stop Activate Engine Starter Motor 

 - Generic Variable CAM/Intake Output (On/off) 

 - A/C Compressor Clutch Output 

   

 In the ECU Status LED option, it is set the engine speed for the shift-light to blink and for the shift light 

remains on, warning the driver to gear shift. If there is an error sensor the ECU will flash the shift-light slowly and 

this will not change regardless of the engine speed. 

 The tachometer output sends a PWM signal depending on the engine speed. In tachometer calibration it is 

set a divider for the frequency. When set to "1" at 1000 RPM the output frequency will be 8.33 Hz. If the value is 

changed to "2", the output will have a frequency of 4.16 Hz. 

 The output for activating the electric fan has two temperatures to be set. The Higher Temperature is that 

which when exceeded the output will be triggered. The output will be deactivated when the motor temperature 

reaches a lower value than the set lower temperature. It is possible to set a time for the electric fan to remain active 

after the engine is switched off if the temperature is above the temperature to switch off the electric fan. The 

electric fan output is deactivated during the start of the vehicle and in the first few seconds after starting. 

 General Purpose Output is to enable an output to be triggered depending on the engine speed, throttle and 

intake pressure conditions. It is possible to configure the output for "Normal" and "Inverted Output" drives, in the 

first option when the conditions are valid the output goes to ground (Low side activated). When "inverted output" is 

used, it is High Side activation. 

 The general purpose output (with hysteresis) is also a general output, but the output deactivation has a 

hysteresis, The output is disabled 400 RPM below the activation engine speed. It is also disabled if TPS is 5% below 

the minimum activation position. Finally, it is disabled if the intake pressure is 20 kPa below the activation target. 

The configuration of an output for a Cam Control valve is required when using the variable command 

feature. It is essential that the output used for the variable control is output 1, 2 (PR-4) or output 1, 2, 3, 6 (PR-8) of 

the ECU. The settings related to triggering this output are made in the Variable Camshaft menu. 
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When boost control is used, an output is configured to actuate the valve. Settings related to triggering this 

output are made in the Boost Control menu. 

 The "Dual Injector Train: 2nd Train Power (12 V) Control" activates the relay for the secondary injector rail. 

This activation may be by engine speed, TPS, MAP or the combination of these channels. This output it is necessary 

that in the "Injection Setup" menu the injection mode is in "Dual Injector Train Sequential (Shared Outputs)". This 

output is deactivated when the engine speed is 400 RPM below activation RPM. 

  By setting a Lambda Display Output, the output is triggered according to the lambda reading value. This 

output can be set to "programmable mode" or "Pro Tune mode". In programmable mode it is set two values of 

Lambda and the respective percentages of Duty Cycle. In Pro Tune mode the Duty Cycle percentages of the output 

drive are fixed, 19% Duty Cycle in Lambda = 1.2 and 89% Duty Cycle in Lambda = 0.7. It is possible to configure filter, 

the output frequency is 100 Hz. 

 Boost Control valve output (Bank 2) it is used to control valve solenoid second engine bank or for using two 

boost valves on the same waste gate, one to increase and one to decrease pressure. 

Programmable functions can be used for real or virtual outputs. Real outputs are understood as the 

activation of auxiliary outputs via PWM signals and virtual outputs as compensations or offsets in ECU parameters. 

When programmable functions are used to activate ECU outputs, it is necessary to select which output will be 

triggered by each programmable function. This selection is made in the Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs menu. 

 Electronic water pump control is used to perform a PWM control of a water pump using a DC Motor Driver. 

The output signal will be a PWM that will depend on the engine temperature. In this menu it is set the activation 

frequency, a maximum temperature at which the output will be driven with 100% Duty Cycle and a minimum 

temperature at which the output will be driven with the minimum drive percentage which is also configured in this 

menu. The output can be set to either "Active low" (low-side trigger) or "Active high" (High Side trigger). In addition, 

it is possible to set a time for the output to remain active after the engine is turned off. 

Start / Stop Activate Engine Starter Motor can be used to configure an output for starting engine. This output 

will be active when an input is configured for the Start / Stop Button function and this input is triggered. The output 

will be low-side triggered and will remain active until the engine exceeds 100 RPM. You can set a different speed for 

the output to be disabled (the maximum possible speed to set is 500 RPM). In addition, you can define a battery 

voltage below which the output will not be triggered and a timer so that the output remains active if the engine 

speed does not exceed the configured limit. This output is only triggered if the engine speed is at zero RPM when the 

button is pressed. 

GenericVariable CAM / Intake Output (On / Off) sets maximum and minimum values for RPM and TPS or 

MAP for output to be active. In "LoadChannel" the choice is made whether the triggering of the output will depend 

on TPS or MAP. This output can be ground activated or 12 V activated. The output is triggered when the engine 

speed reaches the minimum engine speed, the output deactivation occurs 200 RPM below this value. The 

deactivation by intake pressure occurs 20 kPa below the minimum activation pressure. Deactivation by TPS occurs 

3% below the activation position. When there are deactivations due to exceeding the maximum value of engine 

speed, intake pressure or TPS there is also the same hysteresis to reactivate the output. For example, if the output is 

deactivated because the engine speed has exceeded 6000 RPM, it will only be reactivated when the engine speed 

drops to 5800 RPM due to the 200 RPM hysteresis. 

 A / C Compressor Clutch Output is a function to drive the clutch of the air-conditioning compressor. For this 

output to be activated it will depend on whether an auxiliary input is configured as A / C Compressor Clutch Input. In 

this input besides the type of activation signal a position of TPS is configured above which the output can be 

deactivated. 
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In the Inputs and Auxiliary Outputs menu, the inputs can be configured as: 

 

 - Pit limit speed  

 - Start/Stop Button 

 - Engine Disable 

 - A/C Compressor Clutch Input 

  

 Pressing the box speed limiter button will cause the “Engine: Current Rev Limiter” to change to the vehicle's 

current engine speed until it is in the range of the smallest and highest permitted vehicle speed set in this menu. In 

this menu also a minimum allowed engine speed is set, if engine speed is below this minimum speed the box speed 

limiter is deactivated. The cut type used in this function will occur according to the cut set in the limits menu. 

You can configure an entry as a Start / Stop Button. This input can be used only for start or for both starting 

and stopping the engine. The settings related to starting are made in the output settings in the Start / Stop Activate 

Engine Starter Motor option. In the input configurations the type of button activation is configured (ground activated 

signal or 5 Volts activated signal), it is selected which input will be used. The user chooses between Start or Stop/ 

Start mode and the time is set in milliseconds to shut down the engine if the vehicle is stationary or in motion. To set 

the shutdown time for the vehicle in motion, it is necessary that the Vehicle Speed channel is set in the Sensor 

Calibration menu. 

The option to set an input such as "Engine Disable" shuts off the engine when the input is triggered. You 

choose the type of cut by ignition, by injection or both. Unlike the Start / Stop Button option, in “Engine Disable” for 

the engine to remain in the cut, the input activation signal must remain on. For this reason this function is suitable 

for the use of a shutdown switch. You can set a minimum rotation and a minimum throttle position for the function 

to be triggered. 

A/C Compressor Clutch Input is used to connect the air conditioner button signal to an ECU input. When 

receiving this signal it is possible to apply an offset in the desired idle speed and in the target position of the TPS. In 

addition, the input can be configured to drive the output A/C Compressor Clutch Output. Turning on and off this 

output can be timed for up to 1 second. These times are set to a single A/C Output Activation Delay field (0.01 s 

ONDELAY, OFFDELAY). The value is filled in hundredths of a second, the numerals before the comma correspond to 

the delay for activation and the digits after the comma for deactivation. For example, if this field is set to "90.30", an 

output delay of 0.9 seconds will occur (however the idle compensations are applied instantaneously when the input 

receives the signal). In this case, when deactivating the air conditioner there will be a delay of 0.3 seconds to 

deactivate the output. 
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6.10. Crank Mode 
 

When the ECU begins to read engine speed there is an initial strategy to start the engine. The crank mode 

simultaneously triggers the injectors by the time set in this window. The ignition angle for starting is also set in this 

window. The ECU remains in the starting strategy until the RPM value set to exit this mode is exceeded. 

After exiting Crank Mode the ECU starts to use the base map values compensated by "Post Start Enrichment" 

which increases the injection times by a certain period of time. In other settings it is configured above which TPS the 

ECU will enter flood cleaning mode. If the throttle position is kept higher than this value and the starter motor is 

started, only the ignition outputs will be triggered. 

When an electronic throttle is used, the menu has two new fields that allow configuring an extra opening of 

the throttle during crank mode and the time to return to a normal position after the engine leaves the starting mode 

Another feature in the ECU is the "prime pulse". If the engine is off and the throttle is fully open, nozzle injection will 

occur. This allows the mixture to be enriched before the start. 

 

 

7. Controls 
 

In this section the controls performed by the ECU are adjusted.  

7.1.  Idle Control 
 

 The idle speed control has two strategies. When mechanical throttle is used, the control is activated 

depending on the position of the throttle and the engine speed. The control uses the ignition angle to stabilize the 

engine in the desired speed for that temperature. The stability adjustment changes the control gains so that the 

control is stable and fast, four flywheel options are available. There is also an user-defined option which sets the 

control gains manually. The “enable smooth exit from idle speed” makes the shift between idle control and base 

map smoother. 
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When the idle speed control is used on the vehicle with electronic throttle, the activation condition becomes 

the pedal position and the RPM. In addition to the control of the ignition angle for the stabilization of the idling 

speed, the ECU will simultaneously control the position of the throttle. For the operation of the two simultaneous 

controls the user sets up the maximum and minimum ignition angle, and also the desired ignition angle, the 

minimum position of the TPS and the maximum increment of the position.  
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7.2. Throttle Position Setup  
 

This is another possible way to access the butterfly settings menu. 

7.3.  Lambda Control 
 

In this menu the lambda control is activated, the maximum enrichment and leaning percentage of the 

mixture is configured by lambda control. The lambda control correction percentage can be viewed on the Fuel Comp 

- Lambda 1 Fast Trim Controller. In this menu it is set the engine temperature to start the control. If the temperature 

is set as zero, the ECU ignores the sensor heating routine, but this shorts the life of the sensor. In control operation 

mode it is possible to deactivate the lambda control during fast acceleration and during post-start enrichment. In 

Stability Adjustment you can configure settings related to control gains, stability adjustment bars only influence the 

control if the setting is set to "User Defined". 
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7.4. Lambda Learn 
 

 In Lambda Learn you configure the settings for automatic lambda learning. To use this control, the ECU must 

have the "Lambda Learn" enable code. Lambda Learn fills the map of the same name with the correction percentage 

learned in each cell, this value can be applied in real time by the ECU or just stored on the map for later reference. 

When applied in real time the correction percentage of Lambda Learn is displayed and recorded in the Fuel Comp - 

Lambda Learn Trim channel. 

 

 

7.5. Controle de Boost 
 

 To configure the boost control, it is necessary to use the menu of the same name and the turbo pressure 

maps. In the control type there are options: User Defined, Normal Control, Fast Control, Open Loop Fixed Duty Cycle, 

Open Loop - Top Port Pressure Control (MAP 2). The option "User Defined" allows you to configure in the Advanced 

Options tab proportional, integral and derivative of control. In normal control pre-configured gains with parameters 

suitable for most systems are used. Fast Control is an option with more proportional gain that enables faster control 

of turbo pressure, but may generate fluctuations in turbo pressure depending on the system. The Open Loop Fixed 

Duty Cycle is used to set a percentage of valve usage for each load and engine speed, using this option the 

percentage of use is set in the Boost Clamp menu and the control is open loop. In this strategy the target boost map 

and the maximum and minimum values of usage of the valve do not influence the control. Open Loop - Top Port 

Pressure Control (MAP 2) is used to control by measuring the pressure in the waste gate top. The Target Boost map 

in this case becomes relative to "MAP 2" when you select this strategy. 

 You can set up an auxiliary input for compensation. The compensation percentage applied is set on the map 

"AuxInput Comp". This can be used to have a turbo target pressure switch or a button that increases the turbo 

pressure when pressed. 
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On the output valve tab, it is selected the output where the valves are connected. Using an external MAP 

sensor and configuring two outputs on the ECU it is possible to manage the turbo pressure in two cylinder banks 

separately. In the operating mode the type of pneumatic connection being used is selected, the options are: “Turn 

on to increase boost”, “turn on to reduce boost”, or the use of two valves simultaneously with the first being 

actuated to increase the pressure and the second to decrease the pressure. In this menu you also select the valve 

frequency (see valve user’s manual). In normal control, the valve will operate at the selected frequency and with 

different Duty Cycle so that the inlet pressure corresponds to turbo target pressure. The minimum and maximum 

percentages of valve usage are set in this window. The maximum percentage of use can be a fixed value or be 

configured in the Boost Output Clamp map. A practical function of setting the maximum percentage of use of the 

valve is to solve problems related to the turbo pressure rising very quickly exceeding the target value of the control. 

The Advanced Options tab allows you to apply filters on the intake pressure reading and the turbo target 

pressure. These filters aim to eliminate fluctuations in turbo pressure. When using "Control Type: User Defined", this 

tab configures control gains. 

When using double BoostControl the ECU has a strategy that uses the MAP of greater value for the 

calculation of the ignition angle. This prevents excessive ignition angles in the event of a ruptured hose. To use this 

feature, it is necessary to have an auxiliary output configured as "Boost Control Output (Bank 2)" and to have the 

boost control activated (normal control, fast control or user defined control). The map tracer is bound to MAP 1, 

even if there is MAP 2> MAP 1 and the ignition angle is being calculated using the MAP 2 value. 

  

 

 

7.6. Variable camshaft intake 
 

 To use this control it is necessary to enable "Cam control" code and contact technical support. 

Pro Tune’s ECU controls up to two variable intake camshafts. At the top of the menu it is selected the camshaft 

model that is being used or the option "User defined". 

  In "Offset" the difference between the position of the cam tooth and the position set to start the CMP 

reading is set in degrees. The practical adjustment is after having chosen the reference tooth, leaving the cam off 

and checking the values of the "Cam Control - Position" channel making the necessary adjustments to the "Offset" so 

that the value read by this channel is the desired initial position. 

In "minimum valid measure" and "maximum valid measure" is set the position limits of the camshaft. Out of 

this limits the control will consider invalid measure. In this case the output will be set to "Duty Cycle in Error 

Condition". 
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In addition, a "setpoint filter" can be set to decrease oscillations in the control. The "initialization delay" 

option is intended to create a delay for having adequate oil pressure when the control begins to operate. 

   

 

7.7. Variable exhaust camshaft 
 

 To use this control it is necessary to enable "Cam control" code and contact technical support. The variable 

exhaust camshaft configuration is analogous to the variable intake command and is done in the Variable Exhaust 

Camshaft menu. 

7.8.  Launch Control 
 

 The launch control can be divided in three parts, “wheel slip control” when acts as a traction control by 

limiting the wheel slip, "Turbo Speed Up" the moment to build up turbo pressure before the start by delaying 

ignition angle and enrichment of the mixture. Finally, "Burnout" function for heating tires. The "Turbo Speed Up" 

function is activated by the same button that triggers the wheelslip control. If the user wishes to only use the "Turbo 

Speed Up" function and does not use the "wheel slip" control, it is necessary to configure the launch control 

operation mode to time and set maximum engine speed as it is set at the limiter menu. 

7.8.1 Wheel Slip Control 
 

 The wheel slip control can be activated using a button connected to an auxiliary input or by a wheel speed 

sensor when the vehicle speed exceeds 5 km/h. In case of activation by auxiliary input it is suggested the use of input 

with active pullup (temp mode) and ground activation. When the button is pressed the "Turbo Speed Up" will be 

activated (if configured), releasing the button will start the wheel slip control. This control can be done by setting the 

maximum allowable speed for each vehicle speed or by setting the maximum allowable speed for time. 
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7.8.2 Turbo speedup 
 

 Turbo Speed Up is activated by pressing the button set in the launch control when the engine is 300 RPM 

below the engine speed chosen for the Turbo Speed Up. This function changes “Engine Current Rev. Limiter”, applies 

injection enrichment and locks the ignition angle in a delay condition to increase the exhaust flow and speed up the 

turbine.  

 If the ignition angle configured on the Turbo Speed Up is not enough to keep the engine in the desired 

speed, the engine speed will decrease more than 300 RPM of the target so it will no longer be with the parameters 

for turbo charging. In this case the engine will have the speed oscillating by getting in and out of the Turbo Speed Up 

condition. To solve this, simply use ignition angles in the Turbo Speed Up that allow the engine to run at the desired 

speed. 

 

 

 

7.8.3 Burnout 
 

To understand the operation of the Burnout function on Pro Tune ECUs, it is necessary to differentiate the 

pre-burnout and burnout status. The pre-burnout status is analogous to the "Turbo Speed Up" before the launch 

control, with the difference that pre-burnout is to build up pressure before the burnout. The first field to be 

configured in the Burnout menu is the input where the pre-burnout and burnout functions will be triggered. When 

the button is pressed the pre-burnout function is ready to be activated.  

In the field "Engine Speed of cut desired during burnout", the desired engine speed in pre-burnout is set. The 

pre-burnout function will only be triggered if the engine speed is at least 300 RPM below the pre-burnout speed. 

When triggering the pre-burnout the Boost target will be changed to the pressure set in "Change boost control 

target pressure to" in the same menu. Simultaneously the mixture enrichment will occur with the percentage set 

and the ignition angle will be changed to the value set in this menu. 
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After the pre-burnout when the button is released, the burnout will start. The "Engine current rev. limiter" is 

set value on the limit menu, the target boost is set to the boost control map and the ignition angle to the ignition 

map. The "Burnout" function lasts for 5 seconds. During these 5 seconds the launch control is deactivated 

(regardless of whether it is set by time or by wheel speed) allowing the vehicle to perform the Burnout. 

 

 

 

 
 

7.9. Traction Control 
 

Pro Tune's traction control operates by cutting off the fuel when it detects wheel slip and has three operating 

strategies:  

 

a) No speed sensor 

b) One speed sensor 

c) Two speed sensor 

In strategy "A" the maximum variation of engine speed (RPM/s) allowed is configured inside the table. In 

other words, when the engine speed changes quickly than the set value the ECU understands that the wheel is 

slipping and performs cutting to reduce torque. The configuration table of strategy "A" has the gear on the vertical 

axis (which will influence if a gear position sensor is used) and the engine speed on the horizontal axis. 

The "B" strategy consists of monitoring the speed of a rolling wheel and comparing with the estimated speed 

of the traction wheel. The speed of the traction wheel is estimated from the engine speed, the ratio of the gearbox 

(total ratio considering the differential) and the radius of the tire. The gear ratio can be obtained from the datalog of 

the "Traction Control: Current Measured Gear Ratio" which is calculated by comparing the engine speed with the 

vehicle's speed and the radius of the tire. 

In the "C" strategy the ECU monitors the speed of a traction wheel and a rolling wheel (both on the same 

side) and the user configures the maximum permissible wheel slip. The tire radius in this case is used only for the 

calculation of the "Traction control: measured ratio ratio" channel from the information on vehicle speed and engine 

speed. The "C" strategy can be used with four wheel speed sensors. The configuration of these sensors is in Sensor 

Calibration menu.  

The traction control menu also allows you to configure an input to apply compensations in the allowed 

wheel slip. In addition, this menu configures the percentage of torque that will be reduced during the control and 

the aggressiveness of the control. When set to 100% the aggressiveness of torque reduction the torque will be 

reduced the maximum percentage of reduction available abruptly. If aggressiveness is set in an intermediate value, it 

will occur a ramp of reduction of torque proportional to the wheel slip. 
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 For use of the traction control in the limits menu the cut must be configured as cut by fuel or cut by fuel 

and ignition. Another fundamental point is that for the operation of the traction control in strategies B and C, it 

will always be necessary to configure the "Vehicle Speed" and "Traction Wheel" channels in the sensor calibration 

menu. 

8. Functions 
 

 In the menus in this section the functions of the ECU are set. 

8.1. Acceleration Enrichment 
 

 Acceleration enrichment is intended to increase injection under transient conditions. It can be done by 

variation of TPS or by variation of MAP, being usually more used by variation of TPS. The "Minimum variation to 

activate Acceleration Enrichment" is used to set the minimum TPS (%/s) or MAP (kPa/s) variation to trigger 

acceleration enrichment. In addition, acceleration enrichment will only be triggered if throttle position and intake 

pressure are below the limits set on the right side of the menu. 

The amount of injection for quick variation and for slow variation is the percentage of the reference injection 

time (injection setup menu) that will be injected additionally when the variation of the position of the throttle is 200 

%/s and 5 %/s respectively. If the acceleration enrichment is configured by MAP, the quick variation is 60 kPa/s and 

the slow variation is 5 kPa/s. 

 The enrichment duration is the time the acceleration enrichment remains active after triggered. The "Allow 

out of sync injection (fast response)" option slightly increases the engine enrichment. 

 At the bottom of the Acceleration Enrichment window are the RPM Enrichment, Fast Acceleration Clamp, 

and Temperature Compensation tabs. The enrichment by RPM aims to compensate transient conditions of quick 

engine speed variation, this adjustment is more used in calibrations performed in bench dynamometer and can 

remain zero in most applications. The Acceleration Enrichment Clamp defines the amount of enrichment as a 

function of engine speed; values between 0 and 500 percent can be set. The 0% Clamp value at a given speed 

deactivates the acceleration enrichment for that condition. The temperature compensation applies compensation as 

a function of the temperature. Thus, the calculation of the additional time for rapid injection is given by: 

 

 

                    
        

   
      

    

   
 
     

   
   

 

                : Fuel Comp - Fast Accel [ms] 

  : Base time (Injection Setup Menu) [ms] 

    : Accel Enrichment percentage for current TPS/MAP variation (%) 

     : Percentage configured for the engine speed (%) 
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8.2. Power Shift 
 

 This function enables the shift of gears without the use of clutch in sequential gears. Pro Tune Electronic 

Systems markets the Power-Shift Conditioner and performs the installation of strain gauge on the gearshift. The 

quick shift menu selects the input where the activation signal is connected and the type of signal that will be used for 

quick shift. The options are active per ground, active per positive voltage (make sure the input supports the voltage 

used), active per strain gauge by voltage or active per strain gauge by force. To use the strain gauge by force option, 

it is necessary to calibrate the sensor in the “Sensor Calibration” menu. 

The power shift cuts off the ignition. When used with strain gauge by voltage, the cut occurs when the 

measured voltages at the input becomes higher than “High Trigger Voltage” or lower than "Low Trigger Voltage". It is 

also configured a “Time to allow new trigger after cut” to avoid multiple cuts for a single trigger.  In order to avoid 

involuntary actuation of the function, there is a minimum throttle and minimum engine speed to allow the 

activation. 

The time that the engine will remain cut is set in the table "Gear Position x Cut Time", for good operation of 

the quick shift it is recommended to use a gear position sensor that will be calibrated in the sensor calibration menu. 

If the sensor is not being used, the cut-off time will correspond to the value set at gear position zero. It is possible to 

configure a reduction on dwell time after cut and the time of this reduction. 

 

   

 -  
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8.3. Secondary injector rail 
 

To use this feature it is necessary that the ECU has the "Secondary rail of injectors" code. This menu is used 

to configure the secondary rail when injection is set to one of the following options: Dual Injector Train Semi-

sequential, Dual Injectors Train Simultaneous or Dual Injectors Train Sequential (independent Outputs). 

In this menu the relative flow of the secondary rail (compared to main rail) is configured to calculate the 

pulse width of the main rail and the auxiliary rail. In addition, it is configured above which percentage of usage of the 

main rail it will start the operation of the secondary rail. Pressing the "A" button at the upper right opens advanced 

configuration options that allow to always use a percentage of the injection on the auxiliary bench even when the 

percentage of use of the main bench is lower than that established. Another option is to select the minimum 

injection time of the main bank for auxiliary bank start. It is also selected the injector model. 
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8.4.  Emergency map 
 

The emergency map allows to keep the engine running when the base map is made by MAP or MAF 

(according to the Injection Setup menu) and the load sensor fails. The Emergency Map consists of a 3D Table with 

horizontal axis engine speed and TPS on the vertical axis, the values within the map are the expected reading of the 

MAP or MAF sensor for each TPS x RPM condition. In mode it is selected between "Disabled", "Active only in error 

condition" or "always active". If problems occur in the main sensor and the user wishes to use the emergency map 

permanently until the sensor is replaced, the option "Always Active" is selected. 

 When set to "Active only in error condition" the ECU will use the values configured within the emergency 

map when the reading of the MAP/MAF sensors diverges from the values expected. It will be used when the 

difference is bigger than the value set on "Failure Detection" and stays for a longer time than configured. You can set 

the ECU to return to the main map if fail stops. 
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8.5. Anti-lag 
 

The anti-lag is a feature that reduce turbo-lag on re-accelerations. The strategy consists of delaying the 

ignition angle, enriching the mixture, performing ignition cuts and opening the throttle to increase the flow in the 

turbine.  

The function can be activated by an auxiliary input or by throttle position. In this case, a minimum TPS is set 

for the function to be on stand by. When the TPS exceeds the minimum position to be armed the function is ready to 

start its operation. Anti-lag will only start when throttle is below the value for "Turn on Anti-Lag". The function will 

remain active for the number of seconds set. While the function is active, the target TPS will be the highest value 

between the "Set Electronic Throttle Opening In (%)" value and the normal target position for that pedal position 

(Electronic Throttle Control menu). During the function it will be fuel enrichment, change in ignition angle and 

ignition cut as configured in the menu. 

 The “Engine Speed of Cut” parameter changes the rev. limiter value when the anti-Lag is not active, and is 

set by TPS. This same parameter defines the “Engine Current Rev Limiter” when the anti-lag is active by an auxiliary 

input. On activation by auxiliary input the engine will remain with the engine “Engine Current Rev Limiter” changed 

while the input is activated, even if the TPS exceeds the minimum value to turn the function on (this deactivates the 

other anti-lag compensations). If the Simplified Mode option is deselected, it becomes possible to configure the Anti-

lag strategy according to the engine speed and pedal position. 
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8.6. Digital e CMP Comp 
 

When using variable camshaft the CMP tooth signal is used to know the position of the camshaft. High 

engine speeds may cause a measurement error in camshaft position, this error is compensated in the Digital and 

CMP Comp menu. A practical way to make this adjustment is to keep the camshaft fully delayed with the solenoid 

valve turned off and test the value read by the “Cam Control - Cam Position” channel at different engine speeds. 

 

 

 

8.7. Odd fire ignition 
 

Menu for setting asymmetric ignition such as oddfire, cross plane and wankel engines. In this menu is 

configured how many degrees of the crankshaft after the TDC of cylinder 1 the other cylinders will be in TDC. This 

function is designed for use in sequential mode. Setting this menu affects ignition and injection.  
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8.8. Programmable User Functions 
 

 The programmable functions are a feature that allows great flexibility in the use of the ECU. In this menu you 

configure a real or virtual output based on two channels. In addition, it is possible to assign up to 4 validation 

conditions for the activation of the function and to timing the activation and deactivation. Configuring a real output 

consists of triggering an auxiliary output of the ECU. This output can be triggered with a fixed frequency and variable 

duty cycle, with a variable frequency or with the percentage of use and the frequency variables simultaneously. 

When using an auxiliary output, it is necessary to configure the type of output used for "Auxiliary output" in the 

Programmable Functions menu and in the "Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs" menu to match which ECU output will be 

triggered by a specific programmable function. On the 3D map of the programmable function that is triggering an 

auxiliary output the output axis of the function will be the duty cycle of the output, the time the output stay activate 

in milliseconds or the frequency. 

 If the user wants to do an ON/OFF trigger the output mode can be configured for duty cycle and the inside of 

the programmable function table is filled with the value 100 (%) under the conditions that the output will remain 

active. In a PWM drive the inside of the table will be filled with the duty cycle in each condition, in this case it is 

important to be correctly set the output frequency. When the output is used to send a signal with fixed duty cycle at 

50% and variable frequency the table is filled with the output frequencies of each condition. If the output frequency 

varies with engine speed, the output can be used in the "duty cycle" mode and the output frequency can be set in 

the programmable function menu as "variable frequency". 

 Virtual outputs are offsets, compensations or changes to a given ECU value. Offsets are sums or subtractions, 

compensations are percentage amounts (100% compensation equals to double the value), changes are modifications 

in the value previously programmed during valid conditions of the Programmable Function. When using virtual 

outputs it is important to check the unit and if there are correction factors in the output channel, this information is 

at the top of the map of the programmable function used, for example, when using the virtual output "Rev. Limit 

Change" that changes the “Current Engine Speed Limiter” in a certain condition. At the top of the map will be 

written "Output (1000 * rpm) ", so to modify the limiter to 500 RPM the value to be inserted in the map will be 0.5 . 

The programmable function is active when the validation conditions are true and when the value inside the 

map is different to zero. The ON and OFF timers, on the other hand, are related only to the validation conditions, 

for example, in a function that is only active via programmable function map, the timers will not work. Likewise, 

the “Default Value when Disabled” corresponds to the value that will be assumed when the validation conditions 

are not satisfied. 
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8.9.  Fuel Consumption 
 

This window selects the digital input to which the fuel flow sensor is connected. The selected input is used in 

the "Digital Pulse Counter" channel. This channel is sent to the Dash which calculates the total fuel consumption and 

fuel consumption per turn. It is also necessary to perform the calibration of the fuel flow sensor in the “Sensor 

Calibration” menu.  

8.10. CAN Custom 
 

The PR-4 and PR-8 ECUs can be configured to send information to specific CAN addresses. This information 

can be sent continuously or active by Programmable Function. CAN Data is selected in the first configuration field 

(up to 16 CAN data can be sent), then CAN ID (Decimal) is selected. In addition, the time between packages is 

selected, this time is the inverse of the communication frequency of the CAN. The frame size corresponds to the 

amount of bytes that will be used to send the information in a given ID. The maximum sending size is 8 bytes, 

allowing the sending of four channels. You can create a configurable CAN send trigger condition using programmable 

functions. For more information contact technical support. 
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8.11. Pit Limit and other functions 
 

 The Pit limit, Start / Stop button, air conditioning compensation and engine shutdown are described in the 

"Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs" section of this manual. 

9.  Tools 
 

In the menus in this section the ECU tools are presented. 

9.1. Datalog settings 
 

 In addition to the channels to be recorded, this menu also selects the data recording frequency. This 

frequency is the number of samples that will be recorded every second. Higher acquisition rates mean higher 

resolution, but less datalog time. After the log rate and the logged channels have been configured, an estimated log 

time is displayed. The log in Pro Tune products has compaction feature, when the channel stays the same value for a 

certain time this channel uses less space in the datalog. When the ECU log is complete the ECU continues saving new 

samples and deletes the first samples from the log. 
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9.2. Output test 
 

This tool allows testing the activation of the outputs verifying their operation. In the simplified mode output 

is run in cycles of 100 ms with half of the output time triggered (50% duty cycle). In the advanced mode, the time the 

output will remain activated and engine speed is set, this is used to calculate the cycle time which is the time interval 

between two injections of the same injector in a four-stroke sequential engine. In other words the engine speed 

determines the frequency and the output time determines the pulse width. The output test can only be used with 

the engine off. Testing the injector outputs should be done with the fuel pump switched off or the injectors out of 

the engine due to the risk of hydraulic shim. 
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9.3. Communication 
 

 In this menu the configuration of ECU communication with other devices is performed. To communicate with 

the Pro Tune TDLs, the interface type is set to CAN BUS and the CAN speed is set to the TDL. In addition, the 

Dash/Telemetry Options tab will adjust the Dash protocol for Pro Tune Multiple Devices. This menu is also used to 

configure ECU communication with CB1204 and CB1000 expanders and Telemetry. It is critical that the interface type 

and communication speed are the same on all devices that are communicating. 

 

 

9.4. Error Checking 
 

The Pro Tune ECUs have auto diagnostics; when errors occur, error messages appear at the top of the Pro Tune 

Workbench. To check the error click on the word "errors" or access the Error Check menu in "Tools". 
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9.5.  Modification Record 
 

This tool displays the modifications that were made to the map containing the date and time of the 

modification. 

 

9.6. CKP/CMP Setup 
 

 The CKP and CMP capture tool allows checking the signal of the CKP and CMP sensors. To perform the 

capture the method is configured as Capture: Start to end of buffer, rearm capture, start the engine and then press 

the download button. The capture file is saved and opened in Analyzer allowing verification of CKP Signal and CMP 

Signal channels. This tool is useful for checking the trigger wheel used and how many teeth there are in the CMP. 

The capture of CKP and CMP is also useful when the user is not having engine speed reading and wants to know if 

this is due to an ECU configuration problem, an electric issue or sensor problem. 
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9.7. Reset ECU 
 

This tool can only be used with the engine switched off. When the ECU is restarted the modifications that 

aren’t saved are lost. 

9.8. Turn off engine 
 

 This tool shuts off the engine. The function should not be used with the engine at high RPM or high load. 

9.9. Software configuration 
 

In this menu, the language of the ECU and Workbench channels is configured, as well as the automatic 

search for new versions of the software, the size of the Oscilloscope log and the color scheme of the software. The 

oscilloscope is a gauge that can be inserted on the screen by right-clicking and allows the visualization of the 

variation of a channel in real time. When the oscilloscope log reaches the size configured in the Software Settings 

menu, the log is reset and a new datalog is started. 

In the Software Configuration menu there is also the Serial Port tab that aims to change the communication 

port of the computer where the USB cable for communication with the ECU is connected 
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9.10. Password 
 

 This window defines which parameters will be locked for modifications and for viewing. To save the 

password the ECU is restarted, so the modifications must be saved before entering a new password. 
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10. Update 
 

 In this section menus for updates of the software and of the ECU firmware. 

 

10.1. Firmware Update 
 

In this menu the current version of firmware is verified and the firmware update is performed. It is essential 

to use the latest firmware version available. 

 

10.2. Workbench Update 
 

Performs the opening of the Pro Tune Updater menu, software for checking recent versions and updates. 

 

10.3. Latest Versions (Pro Tune web site) 
 

It directs the user to the download area of the company website.  

 

10.4. ECU Information 
 

Menu with the information of the ECU or CB1204 containing the Serial Number, enable codes on the ECU 

and firmware version. 

10.5. Workbench Version 
 

Displays the version of the software being used. 
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Warranty / Support 

 

Pro Tune products have a one year warranty (3 months legal warranty plus 9 months of special warranty 

provided by Pro Tune) from the date of sale to the costumer. The warranty covers only manufacturing defects, and 

any maintenance or repair will only occur at the Pro Tune factory. For the exchange or repair of any product under 

warranty, it is necessary to present the invoice of the product purchase to one of Pro Tune's authorized resellers 

with readable date.  

Damage caused to products or other parts due to improper installation are not covered by the warranty. 

Products with violation marks or mechanical shocks automatically lose their warranty. The warranty does not extend 

to content or adjustments in the product memory. 

If you have any questions regarding installation or operation, please contact our Technical Support team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pro Tune Technical Support 
 

Comercial Phone: +55 (51) 3477 1653 
Cell Phone: +55 (51) 9 8115 8314 

E-mail: suporte@protuneelectronics.com.br 
 

 
Pro Tune Electronic Systems 
Brigadeiro Ivo Borges, 148 

CEP: 92420-050 
Canoas, RS, Brazil 
Brazilian Industry  

www.protuneelectronics.com.br  

http://www.protuneelectronics.com.br/
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